Analysis of the Technical Content of Elite Rhythmic Gymnastics Group Routines
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to analyse all technical elements used in elite Rhythmic Gymnastics group routines. All technical difficulties reported in the forms submitted during the 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 Portimão World Cup competitions were analysed. These included a total of 126 different Group routines from 28 countries. The Groups were clustered for the analysis into two subgroups according to their ranking at the 2010 World Championship. The body difficulties were organized according to the new technical framework into four technical element categories including balances, jumps, rotations and exchange difficulties. Body difficulties in Rhythmic Gymnastics group routines followed a pattern consistent with their ranking. The main characteristic of the routine composition was the focus on exchanges, balances and jumps and the lesser use of rotations. Amongst all body difficulties, the jumps was the technical category with the most limited variety while rotations although less used had more variety. The limited variety in the choice of body difficulties in the composition of Rhythmic Gymnastics group routines makes them monotonous and compromises their artistic value. This study provides updated information regarding the mainstream strategies in the Rhythmic Gymnastics routine composition.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, technical studies in gymnastics disciplines have been based on the Code of Points. However, according to Bauch [1] the analysis of competition routines must be focused more on the qualitative content rather than the Code of Points rules, allowing different approaches in the routine composition. According to Bobo & Sierra [2] the physical difficulty presented by International Federation of Gymnastics (FIG) is ambiguous and does not define appropriate criteria based actions executed by the gymnasts. Movements that involve different qualitative and quantitative requirements are often seen running within the same category or level of difficulty, hence the lack of variety in the compositions.

The new principles of technical movement elements proposed by Lebre [3] to be adopted by FIG in the new Olympic cycle (2013-2016) is based on scientific evidence [3], and allows a better analysis of the routine content. The new classification was based on the basic movement skills and on the level of technical difficulty and complexity in Rhythmic Gymnastics [3]. This way, the technical movement elements were classified into three major categories: balances, jumps and rotations. This classification is consistent with Russel’s [4] movement analysis according to which the gymnastics actions are divided into stationary and non-stationary positions. The stationary positions were further subdivided into support, balance and suspension positions. In Rhythmic Gymnastics, however, only the balance positions are classified in the Code of Points as technical elements. The non-stationary positions are subdivided by Russel [4] into linear (jumps and locomotion) and rotational movements (rotations and swings). In Rhythmic Gymnastics only jumps and rotation movements are considered difficulty elements by the Code of Points. Therefore, Lebre [3] based the new Rhythmic Gymnastics technical movement elements on the fundamental movement skills that are consistent across all gymnastics disciplines. This consistency between the FIG technical curriculum [5] and the Code of Points is important for the integration of coaching and judging principles and competences.

Strategies employed in the composition of Rhythmic Gymnastics routines follow the international trends of the sport in improving the harmony, dynamism, originality, beauty and increased risks [6]. The increased complexity of elements and routines, and the interaction between the gymnast and the apparatus are, according to Lisistskaya [7], the main characteristics of Rhythmic Gymnastics. In group routines the success is achieved when there is a high degree of movement synchrony, ample use of space and a balanced and emotional expression through different group formations. However, very few studies have analyzed the difficulty elements used in routines [8-16], and the technical value of elite Rhythmic Gymnastics group routines. According to Caburrasi & Santana [13], it is more important to study the difficulty value than the total number of difficulty elements in the routine. In this case, only one study by Salvador [16] has evaluated the difficulty value of...
Rhythmic Gymnastics individual routines while there has been no published data on the technical content of elite Rhythmic Gymnastics group routines. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to analyse the technical difficulties used in the group routines at the 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 Portimão World Cup competitions both from a quantitative and qualitative perspective.

**METHODS**

**Subjects and Design**

A hundred twenty six group routines from 28 countries competing at the Rhythmic Gymnastics World Cup in Portimão, Portugal in 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 were analysed. All the groups participating in these competitions were invited and gave consent to participate in the study. This study was approved by the Scientific Committee of FIG.

All body difficulties reported in the technical forms provided at the competition were analysed. The groups were clustered into two subgroups according to their 2010 World Championship ranking. Body difficulty elements were organized according to the new technical framework by Lebre [3] into four technical element categories including balances, jumps, rotations and exchange difficulties (Table 1).

**Statistical Analysis**

For the statistical analysis we used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences - Version 17.0 (SPSS 17.0, Chicago, USA) and Microsoft Office Excel 2007. Descriptive statistics were calculated using the mean values as a measure of central tendency, standard deviation (sd) as a measure of dispersion, and minimum and maximum as measures of data range. After checking the normality of the data distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test we used a t-test to determine whether there were significant differences between the sub groups of the first (n=96) and second half (n=30) in the 2010 World Championship ranking. A level less than 0.05 was used as a criterion for significance.

**RESULTS**

The difficulty elements reported in the group routines were clustered in four technical categories: exchanges, balances, jumps and rotations. The results for each category are presented both quantitatively (number of occurrences) and qualitatively (technical value of the difficulties according to the FIG Code of Points [17, 18]). The routines ranked in the first, top half had significantly higher number of exchange difficulties number as compared to the routines of the second, lower half (Table 2) but there were no other significant differences in the number of technical difficulties according to the ranking position (Fig. 1). As shown in Fig. (1), however, both groups had higher number of balance and jump difficulties while the rotation difficulties were the category less used in all routines.

There was a significant difference also in the technical value of the exchange and rotation difficulties between the routines of the first versus the second half in the World ranking (Table 3). However, although the routines in the first, top half showed a higher value of balance and jump difficulties than those in the second half of the ranking these differences were not significant (Fig. 2).

**Exchange Difficulties**

As shown in Fig. (3), no significant difference was found in the number of exchange difficulties between the routines of the first versus those of the second half of the World ranking. However, although not significant the routines of
the first half included more exchanges without body difficulties (3.90±2.20 vs. 3.43±1.68, respectively) and with body difficulties (2.84±1.88 vs. 2.83±1.84) than those in the second half of the ranking. In addition, jumps were the movement category mostly used for the exchanges of both ranking groups with the rotations being the movement category less used but these differences were not significant (Fig. 3).
On the other hand, the mean technical value of the exchanges without difficulties included in the routines ranked in the first half was significantly higher than the value of those used in the routines ranked in the second half but this was not the case with the exchanges with body difficulties (Fig. 4).

**Balance Difficulties**

There were significant differences in the number of balance difficulties between the routines of the first half and those in the second half of the World ranking (Table 4). The routines ranked in the first half had a higher number of class (a) and (c) balance difficulties. In contrast, the routines in the second half of the ranking had higher number of class (b), (e) and (g) balance difficulties (Table 4).

In addition, there were significant differences also in technical value of the balance difficulties presented in the routines ranked in the first half and those ranked in the second half of the World ranking. More specifically, the routines ranked in the first half had a higher difficulty value for balances in class (a) and (c) while the routines ranked in the second half had higher value balances of class (e) and (g) (Table 5).
Jump Difficulties

Significant differences were found in the number of jump difficulties when we compared the routines in the first half of the ranking with those in the second half of the 2010 World Championship ranking (Table 6). The routines in the first half had a higher number of jumps in class (a) and (f) while all of the others classes of jumps were more performed in the routines of the second half (Table 6). Interestingly, we did not record any occurrence in the class of “other” jumps that includes the split and stag with change legs, scissor, enterlacé and butterfly jumps.

Moreover, we found significant differences in the technical value of jump difficulties between the routines in the first half and those ranked in second half of the 2010 World ranking (Table 7). The routines ranked in the first half had a higher difficulty values in split/stag, fouetté jumps but only the jeté with turn presented a significant differences. While the routines ranked in the second half had higher difficulty values in cossack, tuck/vertical jumps but only the arch/cabriole and pike/straddle jumps presented a significant differences.

Rotations Difficulties

There were significant differences in the number of rotation difficulties between the routines of the first half and those of the second half of the World ranking (Table 8). The routines of the first half had higher number of rotations in
classes (a), (c) and (f) while all of the other classes of rotations were more used in the rotations of the second half of the ranking (Table 8).

Significant differences were also found in the mean technical value of the rotations used in the routines of the two subgroups. The routines of the first half had higher mean values in the classes of rotations on body parts, with free leg below horizontal but only the fouetté, and rotations with free leg at horizontal reported significant differences (Table 9). The routines of the second half, on the other hand, had a higher value in the rotations on flat foot, with free leg high, the cossack, and the rotations with shape change but without significant differences.

**DISCUSSION**

This study is the first to provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the technical difficulties used in the group routines at the 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 Portimão World Cup. These 126 routines were clustered into two subgroups according to their ranking at the 2010 World Championships. We found no significant differences in the number of balances, jumps and rotations performed between the routines ranked in the first, top half and those in the second, bottom half of the World ranking. In addition, rotations were less used in the group routines maybe because these are the most complex and time dependent body difficulties. This makes them more unpredictable when trying to demonstrate good synchronisation amongst five group gymnasts [5]. This supports a previous report by Ávila-Carvalho, Palomero & Lebre [12] in a study done with group routines of 5 hoops as well as with 3 ribbons and 2 ropes. Other studies have also reported less use of rotations and balance difficulties in comparison to the other body difficulties [8-11, 13, 14, 16]. However, the present study is based on the new technical framework that has eliminated the technical category of flexibility and most of these flexibility elements have been moved to the balances category. In all of Rhythmic Gymnastics competition studies [8-11, 13, 19] the jumps have been reported as the most used difficulties. In our study, jumps were the second mostly used body difficulty category independently of the routine’s position in the World ranking.

The only significant differences between the routines ranked in the first versus the second half of the ranking were in the exchange difficulties. This was expected because of the higher risk of losing the apparatus. So the groups of the higher competitive level included significantly more exchanges than the weaker ones who had lower number of exchanges allowed by the FIG Code of Points [17, 18] avowing losing of apparatus risk. A similar pattern has also been reported by Sierra & Bobo [15], the authors reported a high frequent occurrences in exchange actions. Despite the type of routine, individual versus group [9, 16], the apparatus used [8, 10-12], and/or performance ranking the type of body difficulties used is very similar. This limits the performance variety during the competitions. This makes the routines not only repetitive and monotonous but also very difficult to the judge.

Further analysis also showed that the routines ranked in the top half included throws of higher risk and value in the exchanges than the lower ranked routines. We also found that the better routines had significant higher value rotations than the lower level routines. The main reason for this difference could be due to the fact that is very difficult to achieve good synchronization between the five gymnasts while rotating, and it is normal that the groups of lower technical level do not choose this type of body element to perform during competitions. In fact, the more successful routines not only had higher number of exchange and rotation difficulties but also higher values in all difficulty categories.

Regarding the exchange difficulties, when we analysed the exchanges types we found no significant differences between the two subgroups in the number of exchanges performed without or with body difficulties. In addition, the exchanges with body difficulties used in our routines were similar to those reported by Ávila-Carvalho, Palomero & Lebre [12]. Other studies reported also a higher number of actions without body difficulties in the exchange difficulties [8, 10, 11, 15]. Jumps have been reported the most used body elements during exchanges [8, 11, 12]. In our study the high level routines had more jumps and rotations than the lower level routines. So, the lower level routines included exchanges involving with less displacement (linear or rotational) because stationary positions make the exchanges less risky [4].

When the balance difficulties were evaluated, we found significant differences in the types of balances used by the two subgroups. In comparison to other Rhythmic Gymnastics group composition studies [8-11] the present study also reports different predominant type of balances. According Avila-Carvalho & Lebre [9], low amplitude balances, like on bent leg category, are more frequent in group than individual routines. Salvador [16] reported low amplitude balances used in novice and junior routines. Rhythmic Gymnastics is characterized by the spectacular amplitude and plasticity movement [20] presenting a high aesthetic component [21]. It is, therefore, logical that the best groups had more balances with high amplitude requirements than the groups in the second half of the ranking. According
to Laffranchi [22], flexibility is the main physical quality required for the execution of most Rhythmic Gymnastics technical elements. So if a group wants to compete for a higher place in the ranking they must include balances of high amplitude in their routines. According to Hrysomallis [23], in some sports high level athletes display greater balance ability. Although we did not directly assess the balance ability of the groups, it was clear from the analysis that the best groups choose balances of higher amplitude making an effort to improve not only the difficulty but also the artistic score [14].

Considering jump difficulties, the routines in the first, top half of ranking had higher more complex jumps with a higher technical value (Jeté with turn and Fouetté jumps categories) [5]. These types of jumps with rotation place a higher demand on the gymnasts’ physical preparation that require a higher training level [24]. In addition, a longer and a nonlinear jump promotes the artistic quality [5, 7] and it is hard to perform with apparatus work. In a study about jumps complexity Sousa & Lebre [25] reported that better gymnasts performed higher and longer jumps. In the present study, the routines of the second half of the ranking had higher number of Cossack and Pike/Straddle jumps that do not require high amplitude and have a short horizontal trajectory [5, 24] so they are less demanding with apparatus work. When we analysed the technical value of the jumps, the jeté with turn class of jumps had the highest value in both subgroups. However, the groups ranked in the top half performed more jumps of high value in this class. The groups in the second half of ranking performed arch/cabriole and pike/straddle jumps of higher technical value in comparison to the groups in the first half of the ranking, which means that the weaker groups choose jumps requiring an easier execution technique [5].

When analysing the rotation difficulties, although the rotations were the body difficulty less used, it showed more variety. The better groups used more complex rotation difficulties such as the Fouetté, the free leg at horizontal and the rotation on body parts. This could be attributed to the technical preparation required for the execution of the fouetté rotations while performing rotations on the floor (rotation on body parts) requires good apparatus handling [5]. In previous studies, the fouetté was the rotation mostly used in elite group routines [8, 10, 11] but not in individual routines [26]. Other studies also reported lesser use of these rotations [9, 16]. The rotations on flat foot as well as the rotations with free leg high were the rotations used in the lower ranked routines because are easier. Salvador [16] also reported a high number of this kind of rotations in non-elite routines.

When we analysed the technical value of the rotation difficulties used by the two subgroups we also found some significant differences. The first half ranked routines had a higher value in the fouetté and free leg at horizontal rotations that the second half ranked routines. This could mean that the better routines performed a higher number of rotations in these two types of difficulties in order to increase their value. It is risky to perform a higher number of this type of rotations because of the increased risk for mistakes and the added challenge of synchronization amongst the five gymnasts of the group [5]. Rotations on flat foot and free leg high were the ones with higher value for the routines in the second half of the ranking because mentioned before these are rotations with lower technical demands for both body and apparatus work. The present study has some limitations that should be considered. The CoP adjustments which have taken place every four years (Olympic cycle) introduce some specific changes on the competition routines and in this study we analyzed the routines in 2007 and 2008 that were prepared according to a different version of Cop than the routines from 2009 and 2010.

**CONCLUSION**

Body difficulties in Rhythmic Gymnastics group routines followed a pattern consistent with their ranking. The main characteristic of the routine composition was the focus on exchanges, balances and jumps and the lesser use of rotations. Amongst all body difficulties the jumps was the technical category with the most limited variety while rotations although less used had more variety. The main differences in the composition pattern between the routines in the first, top half and those in the second, bottom half of the World ranking were that the more successful routines; (i) had more and higher level exchanges and rotations; (ii) the exchanges were done in connection with body difficulties involving displacement and rotational movements; (iii) the exchanges without body difficulties were more risky; (iv) had higher balance difficulty value from the high amplitude movements, from body elements with strong technical requirement, and from elements done in coordination with complex apparatus work; (v) the difficulty value associated with jumps was mainly based on the jumps involving rotation (Jeté with turn); (vi) the difficulty value associated with rotations was mainly based on the rotations with high level technique requirement (Fouetté) and with high level apparatus work. In closing, the limited variety in the choice of body difficulties in the composition of Rhythmic Gymnastics group routines makes them monotonous and compromises their artistic value. This study provides updated information regarding the mainstream strategies in the Rhythmic Gymnastics routine composition.
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